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Several recent studies have used radial frequency patterns to investigate intermediate-level shape perception, a critical precursor to
object recognition. Here, we developed the ﬁrst neural model of RF perception based on known V4 properties that exhibits many of
the characteristics of human RF perception. The model is composed of two main parts: (1) recovery of object position using large-scale
non-Fourier V4-like concentric units that respond at the center of concentric contour segments across orientations, and (2) curvature
detectors that encode local shape information. Each curvature mechanism combines multiplicatively the responses of three oriented ﬁl-
ters, the positions and orientation preferences of which determine the curvature mechanism’s tuning properties for position, orientation,
and degree of curvature. When responding to RF patterns, peak responses occur at points of maximum curvature. Shape is represented
as curvature responses as a function of orientation around the object center, and the cross-correlation of that function with a sine wave
peaks when the frequency of the sine wave matches the number of peaks in the stimulus. Cross-correlation strength can be used to model
human performance. Model and human performance are comparable for detection, identiﬁcation, and lateral masking tasks. Moreover,
the model also shows size invariance of detection performance due to scaling of the curvature mechanisms. The model is then used to
make novel predictions.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Human object perception is achieved via a hierarchy of
processing stages (van Essen, Anderson, & Felleman,
1992): retinal inputs, simple line- and edge-detectors in V1
(DeValois & DeValois, 1988; Graham, 1989; Hubel & Wie-
sel, 1968; Wilson, 1991), curvature detectors in V1 or V2
(Dobbins, Zucker, & Cynader, 1987, 1989; Koenderink &
Richards, 1988; Wilson, 1985; Wilson & Richards, 1989),
intermediate processing of part- and shape-representations
inV4 (Merigan, 1996; Pasupathy&Connor, 2002; van Essen,
1985; Young, 1992), and further object processing in IT and
LOC (Desimone, 1991; Gross, 1992; Tanaka, 1996).
Radial frequency (RF) patterns are closed contours
created by modulating the radius of a circle by a sinusoi-0042-6989/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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investigate intermediate-level shape perception because
they show global shape processing properties (Hess,
Wang, & Dakin, 1999; Jeﬀrey, Wang, & Birch, 2002;
Loﬄer, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2003; Wilkinson, Wilson,
& Habak, 1998), and are abstract yet easily modiﬁed to
create natural shapes such as faces (e.g., Wilson, Loﬄer,
& Wilkinson, 2002; Wilson & Wilkinson, 2002) and
shape-from-motion stimuli (Rainville & Wilson, 2004).
Identiﬁcation of RF patterns becomes diﬃcult at higher
radial frequencies despite the fact that these same stimuli
are easily resolved as non-circular (Wilkinson et al., 1998),
suggesting an upper limit to the number of parts that can
be readily counted. Also, lateral masks aﬀect test stimulus
thresholds when points of maximum curvature are aligned
(Habak, Wilkinson, Zakher, & Wilson, 2004), suggesting
a special role for radial position of curvature information
in processing shape.
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on the nature of intermediate-level shape processing. Here
we present a physiologically plausible model that replicates
important aspects of human radial frequency pattern
perception.
2. Model
2.1. Overview
The model presented here serves as an account of human
perception of shape in radial frequency patterns, including
conditions where additionalmasking contours were present-
ed inside and/or outside the test contour. Themodel recovers
shape information in ﬁve stages: (1) contour information is
recovered using oriented ﬁlters, (2) object center is recovered
using higher-order ﬁlters that respond at the center of con-
centric contours, (3) the number and average radii of objects
is recovered using the contour energy in one direction from
the object center, (4) local curvature signals are recovered
around the contour using a few curvaturemechanisms tuned
to diﬀerent degrees of curvature, and (5) shape is represented
as curvature signal strength as a function of orientation
around the object’s center.
Object center is recovered using a neural model previ-
ously used for concentric Glass patterns (Wilson & Wilkin-
son, 1998), corresponding to the ﬁrst two stages of the
present model. In the 1st stage, the contour is ﬁltered by
oriented receptive ﬁelds, and their outputs serve as input
to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th stages. The 2nd stage consists of
a pair of ﬁlters oriented orthogonally to the 1st stage ﬁlters,
and oﬀset symmetrically from the ﬁlter’s output position
along their axis of elongation. This conﬁguration has been
shown to respond well to contour curvature (Wilson,
1999). The outputs of such ﬁlters are summed over a range
of orientations, giving an energy response in the center of
the stimulus, from which object position is recovered (see
Fig. 1A). In the 3rd stage of the model, objects are counted
by sampling oriented receptive ﬁeld responses in a given
direction from the object center, giving a number of energy
spots equal to the number of objects present in that direc-
tion. Moreover, the position of these energy spots relative+
A B
Fig. 1. (A) Filters used in the computation of object center. Small scale oriented
either side from the center encode occurrences of concentric line elements. (B
occurs when the contour passes through three oriented ﬁlters that are combine
the dimensions of the ﬁlters used.to the object center may serve to position curvature
response sampling (see 5th stage below).
In the 4th stage of the model, curvature mechanisms
were modeled as a combination of responses of three ori-
ented ﬁlters arranged along a curved path. The response
is maximal if the contour passes through all three samples,
matching the curvature deﬁned by the locations of the sam-
ples. The sampled responses were combined multiplicative-
ly using an ‘AND’ operator, providing a strong response
only if all three oriented ﬁlters sampled were responding
to the contour, and no response if one or two sampled ﬁl-
ters were unresponsive. Opponent curvature mechanisms
were constructed by contrasting the response of similarly-
oriented curvature mechanisms tuned to increases and
decreases in curvature (see Fig. 1B).
In the 5th stage of the model, shape information is rep-
resented as curvature responses as a function of orientation
around the object center at a radius determined by the 3rd
stage, similar to population codes in V4 macaque monkey
cells (Pasupathy & Connor, 2002), from which shape infor-
mation can be derived independently of object position or
size.
Curvature mechanisms operate in parallel over the visu-
al ﬁeld, encoding curvature for all orientations and a range
of curvature amplitudes. However, for the purpose of pro-
viding a plausible yet parsimonious model of radial fre-
quency pattern perception, we restrict our analysis to
opponent curvature mechanisms optimized to encode devi-
ations from circular shapes. Unpublished fMRI data from
our laboratory support the presence of neurons responding
optimally to deviations from circles in the human ventral
pathway (Rainville, Yurganov, & Wilson, 2005).
2.2. Stimuli
Radial frequency patterns are created by varying the
radius of a circle as a function of polar angle (h) using a
sum of sinusoid functions of various amplitudes, phases,
and frequencies (Wilkinson et al., 1998):
RðhÞ ¼ R0 1þ
Xm
n¼1
An cosð2pxnhþ /nÞ
 !
; ð1ÞX
X
–
ﬁlters encode the contour, and orthogonal large scale ﬁlters positioned on
) Filters used in the computation of local curvature. Maximum response
d (multiplication shown here). Refer to the text and subsequent ﬁgures for
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frequency, amplitude, and phase, respectively, for each
radial modulation (n of m) added into the circle. If all
coeﬃcients An = 0 except for one frequency, then a ‘pure’
radial frequency pattern will be created, as was used to
create all stimuli discussed in this paper. Complex shapes
can be created by setting several An to values greater
than zero. The cross-sectional luminance proﬁle was set
to a fourth derivative of a Gaussian (D4) proﬁle as in
the original experiments (Fig. 2A), thus the stimulus
was created as:
RFðx; yÞ ¼ 1 4Rsqþ 4
3
Rsq2
 
eRsq; where ð2Þ
Rsqðx; yÞ ¼ RðhÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2
p 2
=r2w ð3ÞA B
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Fig. 2. Sample radial frequency contours (A) are convolved with oriented ﬁlte
thresholded (C). For each orientation, the output is convolved with a pair of ﬁ
orientation (D), the half-wave rectiﬁed output of which (E) is summed over t
which is estimated as the max of that 2D distribution. Responses of oriented ﬁ
each sampling gives as many energy spots as there are contours (I). Curvature
overall scale of the curvature mechanism increases with distance from the o
curvatures pointing away from the center (J: locations in the oriented ﬁlter res
curvature mechanisms). After multiplication (K) and inhibition of the samples,
peaks (L).and rw was set such that peak spatial frequency of the con-
tour was 8cpd. Luminance values were scaled from 0 to
150. Mean radius, amplitude, and phase were adjusted to
match experimental conditions.
2.3. 1st stage: Oriented ﬁlters
Stimuli were convolved with a bank of eight oriented ﬁl-
ters (Wilson, 1985):
LSFðx; yÞ ¼ Aðex2=r21  Bex2=r22 þ Cex2=r23Þey2=r2y ; ð4Þ
where ry = 1.6r1 (i.e., 1/2 of the value estimated by Phillips
& Wilson, 1984, to reduce the number of orientations need-
ed in the simulation to obtain a smooth response), and the
other parameters correspond to the 8cpd mechanism as
estimated by Wilson, McFarlane, and Phillips (1983). TheC
F
I
L
rs (B) for each of eight evenly-spaced orientations, the output of which is
lters oriented orthogonally to 1st stage ﬁlters, and oﬀset along their axis of
he eight orientations and thresholded (F) to recover the contour’s center
lters (G) are sampled as a function of direction from the object center (H),
mechanisms sample the responses of oriented ﬁlters at ﬁve locations, the
bject center, and is oriented to produce preferential responding to peak
ponses that are sampled; black lines isolate the sampled locations of three
the curvature mechanisms respond preferentially at the location of convex
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180 (in steps of 22.5; see Fig. 2B). Responses were thres-
holded at 1/3 of the maximum response over all orienta-
tions and positions, to remove side-band responses, and
to reduce positional and response noise of the curvature
mechanisms. However, thresholding does not impact the
recovery of object position in the present simulations
(i.e., 2nd stage).
These oriented ﬁlter responses serve as input to ﬁlters
used to recover positional information of the object (see
2nd and 3rd stages), as well as curvature mechanisms used
to recover shape information (see 4th and 5th stages).
2.4. 2nd stage: Object position
For neural computation of object position, we used a
model similar to that designed to recover the center of
Glass patterns (Wilson & Wilkinson, 1998; Wilson, Wilkin-
son, & Asaad, 1997). Recovery of the object’s position is
needed to compensate for object size and position invari-
ance. Responses at each 1st stage ﬁlter orientation were
convolved with a ﬁlter deﬁned as a pair of diﬀerence of
Gaussians (DOGs) oriented perpendicular to the contour,
each multiplied by a Gaussian radially, and each displaced
by ±y0 from the ﬁlter’s receptive ﬁeld center (see Fig. 1A;
Fig. 2D):
W ðx; yÞ ¼ ð3ex2=0:42  ex2=1:22Þðeðyþy0Þ2=0:682 þ eðyy0Þ2=0:682Þ.
ð5Þ
This 2nd stage ﬁlter was four times larger in each dimen-
sion (and four times lower in spatial frequency) than the
ﬁrst stage ﬁlter. Orienting this 2nd layer ﬁlter perpendicular
to the 1st layer ﬁlter orientation results in extraction of
contour curvature (Wilson, 1999), thus generating a strong
response to the center of concentric shapes (Wilson et al.,
1997).
These responses were then summed over eight orienta-
tions, full-wave rectiﬁed, and thresholded at half-max to
remove some response noise outside of the object. The
object’s center was deﬁned as the position of the neural
response maximum along X and Y coordinates.
2.5. 3rd stage: Counting objects and estimating object(s)
size(s)
To neurally determine the number of objects present in
the stimulus, we sampled the oriented ﬁlter responses from
the 1st stage (summed over orientations) using 30 2D
Gaussians positioned around the object center, with their
axes of elongation aligned radially (see Fig. 2H):
Gtestðx; yÞ ¼ ex2=r2xejyy0j
gtest =rgtesty;test ; ð6Þ
where rx and ry, test determine the thickness and length of
the sampling ﬁlter, respectively, y0 is equal to the mean RF
pattern radius, and gtest determines its sharpness along its
axis of elongation. Each sampling ﬁlter is multiplied withthe contour responses, providing localized peaks of activity
corresponding to the number and locations of contours in
the given sampling direction (Fig. 2I). This process of sam-
pling the contour responses with 2D Gaussians was repeat-
ed for 30 orientations around the object center in 12 steps.
Thirty samples were used here and below (see 5th stage) so
that the number of samples taken was greater than the Ny-
quist limit for the radial frequencies used in the
simulations.
2.6. 4th stage: Curvature detectors
Curvature mechanisms were modeled as the combina-
tion of the responses of several oriented ﬁlters arranged
along a curved line, where the response is optimal if the
contour matches the sampled locations and orientations
of the ﬁlters (see Fig. 1B). For example, the curvature
responses to a circle are optimal when oriented ﬁlters are
positioned around the center of the circle, with distance
equal to the radius and orientation perpendicular to the
radius.
We created an array of curvature mechanisms, each con-
sisting of ﬁve samples (see Fig. 1B). Each sampled contour
response (SCR) was the result of convolving the oriented
receptive ﬁeld responses (from the 1st stage, with orienta-
tion preference tangential relative to the object’s center as
recovered in the 2nd stage) with a center-surround ﬁlter
(CS):
CSðx; yÞ ¼ eðx2þy2Þ=r2cs  0:01eðx2þy2Þ=ð2rcsÞ2 ; ð7Þ
where rcs = 64.800. The center-surround ﬁlter was posi-
tioned relative to the object center and the receptive ﬁeld
output (given as (0,0) and (R,h), respectively, in polar coor-
dinates), and sampled responses were half-wave rectiﬁed.
Sampling parameters were chosen to blur contour respons-
es, increasing bandwidth over curvature, position, and ori-
entation. The weak surround and half-wave rectiﬁcation of
each SCR was used to ensure that response drops to zero
away from the contour. In other words, the sampling oper-
ation used here is equivalent to selecting the responses of
oriented cells from the 1st stage with a small positional
blur.
Samples were positioned relative to the object center,
giving one response at the receptive ﬁeld’s center (Rcenter,
h), two samples at ±Dh of the ﬁrst sample and slightly fur-
ther away from the center of the object than the ﬁrst sam-
ple (Rout, h ± Dh), and the last two samples are also
positioned at ±Dh but placed slightly inwards (Rin,
h ± Dh). The radii of the inward and outward samples were
deﬁned as
Rin ¼ Rcenterð1 qÞ  d; and ð8Þ
Rout ¼ Rcenterð1þ qÞ þ d; ð9Þ
where q, d, and Dh (see above) can be varied to obtain cur-
vature mechanisms with diﬀerent tuning properties (see
Appendix for values used for the curvature mechanisms),
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and the ﬁlter’s output and middle sample.
Combining sampled contour responses (SCRs) from
center (Rcenter, h) and outward samples (Rout, h ± Dh) gives
a peak response for straighter or even concave deviations
from a circle, whereas combining responses from center
(Rcenter, h) and inward samples (Rin, h ± Dh) gives peak
responses for accentuated convex curvatures (see Fig. 2J).
SCRs could be combined linearly as originally suggested
(Wilson & Richards, 1989). However, a linear combination
of signals would leave too many ﬁltering artifacts. Instead,
a multiplicative combination was used:
CRðRcenter; hÞ
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SCRðRin; hþDhÞ SCRðRcenter; hÞ SCRðRin; h DhÞ
p

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SCRðRout; hþ DhÞ SCRðRcenter; hÞ SCRðRout; h DhÞ
p
ð10Þ
followed by half-wave rectiﬁcation, such that curvature
mechanisms respond only at points of convex curvature
extrema.2.7. 5th stage: Population code for shape
We now have curvature responses that are selective for
points of maximum convex curvature (see 4th stage), locat-
ed around the previously determined center of the object
(see 2nd stage), which gives a maximum response at each
peak of a radial frequency pattern. Curvature responses
were sampled using the same 30 2D Gaussians previously
used to estimate the number of objects and the object(s)
size(s) in the 3rd stage (see Fig. 2H; see Eq. (6)), except that
y0 is given by the average radius estimated in the 3rd stage
of the model, for the selected objects when more than one-1
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Fig. 3. The response of curvature mechanisms (A, G) is sampled using 2D
overlapped). In the absence of lateral masks (A–F), the proﬁle is wide and essen
function of orientation around the center (D, J), which can be represented as a F
pattern (E, K). The Fourier energy spectrum is also shown after lateral inhibit
lateral masks are used, curvature responses are sampled independently for test
K). The eﬀect of lateral masking is to divide the energy (compare F and L).object is present. The 2D Gaussians determined over which
locations the curvature responses (CR) were summed to
give the sampled response (Itest) as a function of angle
around the object center (see Figs. 3D and J).
For isolated objects, the same large values of gt and
ry,t were used as in the 3rd stage, to simulate sampling
invariance over a longer range of distances from center
(see Appendix for details; see Figs. 3A–F). However,
when masks were used, curvature responses to test
objects were recovered using shorter sampling proﬁles
in order to avoid summing together the responses of
the test and lateral mask objects (see Figs. 3G–L). The
selection of sampling proﬁle (isolated vs. masked) was
based on whether more than one object was detected
in the 3rd stage of the model. Curvature responses to
mask objects were recovered using a wide sampling pro-
ﬁle from which was removed the test object sampling
proﬁle (see Figs. 3C and I):
Gmaskðx; yÞ ¼ ex2=r2xejyy0j
gmask =r
gmask
y;mask  Gtestðx; yÞ; ð11Þ
Gmask,in and Gmask,out were deﬁned as the portions of Gmask
that fell inside (i.e., y < y0) and outside (i.e., y > y0), respec-
tively, of the test object sampling area (Gtest).
Sampled responses for test (Itest) and masks objects (Ima-
sk,in and Imask,out) were combined using a modiﬁed version
of the Michaelis–Menton equation for shunting inhibition
(Michaelis & Menten, 1913):
Rcurv ¼ Ictest=ð1þ xinI cmask;in þ xoutIcmask;out
þ x2xIcmask;inIcmask;outÞ; ð12Þ
where xin, xout and xx are weights regulating the eﬀects of
masks placed inside, outside, and their interaction, respec-
tively, and c is an exponential non-linearity that inﬂuences
the response of all curvature mechanisms.0 5 10
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Gaussian proﬁles (B, H: sampling proﬁles and responses are shown
tially ﬂat (B, cross-section in C). Curvature response is thus recovered as a
ourier energy spectrum with the peak energy at the radial frequency of the
ion (if applicable) and a Naka–Rushton non-linearity (F, L). (G–L) When
(solid line) and mask contours (dotted and dashed lines, respectively, in I–
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Naka–Rushton non-linearity to simulate cell ﬁring rates
(Naka & Rushton, 1966):
Rcell ¼ 100 RNcurv=ðRN50% þ RNcurvÞ; ð13Þ
where R50% determines the point of the function where cell
ﬁring (Rcell) is half of its maximum (100%), and N deter-
mines the steepness of the function. Note that the Naka–
Rushton function has been shown to provide an accurate
description of neural ﬁring rates both in V1 and at higher
levels of the visual hierarchy (Albrecht & Hamilton,
1982; Sclar, Maunsell, & Lennie, 1990).
These 30 ﬁring rates, one per sampled direction from the
object center, give a population code for internal represen-
tation of object shape. A cross-correlation of ﬁring rates
with a sine wave seems adequate in the case of ‘pure’ radial
frequency patterns because of the similarity of the popula-
tion code with a sine function. In the more general case,
object recognition could be implemented as cross-correla-
tions of a pattern of activity with stored patterns of activity
for diﬀerent memorized shapes. For computational sim-
plicity, the cross-correlation with sine waves of various fre-
quencies was implemented as a Fourier transform.
2.8. Estimation of model performance
In the Fourier representation (i.e., the Fourier transform
of cell ﬁring as a function of orientation around the object
center), the energy for pure radial frequency patterns is
found mainly at the same radial frequency as present in
the stimulus, with amplitude proportional to the match
of the contour to the ﬁlters encoding it. This means that
the mechanism will respond best to a given curvature
amplitude, and response will fall oﬀ when amplitude is
higher or lower than that peak amplitude. The discrimina-
bility (s) on any two objects is then deﬁned as the squared
Euclidean distance of the Fourier representation:
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX15
x¼1
De2x
vuut ; ð14Þ
where Dex is the diﬀerence of energy between the two RF
patterns for frequency x. Assuming that the false alarm
rate is minimized, the probability of accurately discriminat-
ing two objects is a sigmoid function of discriminability (s):
P ðRFj 6¼ RFiÞ ¼ 1
1þ ðsthreshold=sÞa ; ð15Þ
where sthreshold is the threshold value, and a determines the
steepness of the sigmoid function. Thresholds are deﬁned
as the amplitude at which the diﬀerence in energy at the fre-
quency of interest (s) equals sthreshold.
The probability of correctly identifying an object in a N-
alternatives-forced-choice task is given by 1/N if responses
are random, or by 1/Nin when only Nin alternatives are
considered as likely candidates. If we use P(RFj = RFi)as a measure of whether an alternative is considered likely,
then the probability of correct identiﬁcation is
PðIDÞ ¼ 1=
XN
i¼1
ð1 P ðRFj 6¼ RFiÞÞ; ð16Þ
where RFi is the test object presented, and RFj takes the
values for all comparison stimuli in an N-alternatives-
forced-choice task. That is, to the extent that the stimulus
shown appears similar to other comparison stimuli, the
sum will increase from 1 up to N, and thus the probability
of a correct identiﬁcation will decrease from 100% to
chance (i.e., 100%/N), which corresponds to 16.6% in a
6AFC task.
The free parameters of the model (i.e., xin, xout, xx, and
c from Eq. (12), N and R50% from Eq. (13), sthreshold and a
from Eq. (15)) were adjusted to decrease the sum of
squared diﬀerences between the human and model data,
using the fminsearch function in Matlab (Mathworks
Ltd.).
3. Results
A single curvature mechanism can only be optimally
sensitive to a limited range of curvatures. In the case of
radial frequency patterns, curvature increases with ampli-
tude and frequency but decreases with size. Therefore, it
was necessary to combine the responses of a few curvature
ﬁlters (see Appendix for details) to account for human
data.
3.1. Detection thresholds
Human data shows that amplitude thresholds to radial
deformations from circular objects are about constant for
radial frequencies (RF) of 4 and above, but signiﬁcantly
higher for RFs 1 and 2 (Wilkinson et al., 1998; see
Fig. 4). Thresholds for RFs 3 and above are within hyper-
acuity range.
The high threshold at RF = 1 is due to position invari-
ance for both human and model, as low-amplitude
RF = 1 deformations are similar to translations (with
phase indicating the direction of the translation). In psy-
chophysical experiments, positional jitter was added,
removing position as a cue to guide responses. The model
recovers positional information, but uses it to scale curva-
ture mechanisms and select sampled locations of curvature
mechanisms; positional information is not used to discrim-
inate between objects. Therefore, for both humans and the
model, the RF=1 object becomes discriminable from a cir-
cle only at higher amplitudes, where the contour becomes
nearly straight or even inwardly-curved at one position.
Due to their broad radial-frequency tuning, only two
curvature mechanisms are required to ﬁt thresholds for
RFs 1 to at least 10, where the mechanism with the highest
sensitivity determines performance. Because these same
two mechanisms were also used to ﬁt data in a variety of
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Fig. 4. Threshold amplitude (Weber fraction) as a function of radial
frequency in a detection task for humans (ﬁlled circles) and model
predictions (solid line). Model thresholds are determined by two mech-
anisms (low-RF and high-RF, dashed lines with open circles and squares,
respectively).
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the low-RF and high-RF mechanisms, based on their peak
RF sensitivity proﬁles.
3.2. Size constancy
Threshold amplitudes represent constant Weber frac-
tions of radius over a wide range of object sizes (see
Fig. 5), suggesting that the mechanisms underlying radial
frequency pattern perception scale quite nicely with object
size. However, there are multiple stages of processing and
multiple ﬁlters involved in the computation of shape, and
we need to discuss the possible scaling of each stage
separately.1.0
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Fig. 5. Threshold amplitude (Weber fraction) as a function of radius (in
degrees of visual angle) in a detection task for humans (ﬁlled circles) and
model predictions (solid line; dashed lines with open symbols for
individual curvature mechanisms).The mechanism recovering the object center is robust
over the range of object sizes tested here, therefore it does
not need to be scaled with object size to account for the
present data.
In the original experiments of Wilkinson et al. (1998),
amplitude thresholds were independent of contour spatial
frequency over the range of spatial frequencies tested, thus
the contour itself was likely resolved by oriented ﬁlters
matching the spatial frequency content of the contour.
Therefore, 1st stage oriented ﬁlters were not scaled in the
model, but rather the ﬁlters used were matched to the spa-
tial frequency content of the contour.
The main inﬂuence on shape acuity as a function of size
would be from the distances between the samples used by
the curvature mechanism, which were increased as a func-
tion of the distance from the object center (see Eqs. (8) and
(9)). This broadens the ﬁlter tuning to object size, and we
ﬁnd that two ﬁlters are suﬃcient to account for size invari-
ance over a 3.5-fold range (i.e., radii of 0.25–0.875).
3.3. Identiﬁcation data
Human data show that the ability to identify correctly a
RF pattern decreases at RFs 7 and above, even though
their detection thresholds are about constant and ampli-
tudes were set well above detection thresholds (3· detection
threshold; Wilkinson et al., 1998). That is, even though
these RF patterns were clearly discriminable from circles,
they are not easy to discriminate from each other.
The model ﬁt was adequate using only information from
the same two curvature mechanisms used above (see
Fig. 6). Most of the identiﬁcation information comes from
the low-RF mechanism, which replicates the high perfor-
mance levels up to RF 7. The high-RF mechanism does
contribute about 40% hit rate at all radial frequencies, pro-
viding an estimate of curvature maxima density that is too
broadly-tuned to provide accurate information about the
number of curvature peaks.
3.4. Lateral masking
Lateral masking data show some important characteris-
tics: (1) masking is maximum when peaks of test and mask
objects are aligned, and negligible when they are not, and
(2) the eﬀects of masks positioned inside and outside the
test stimulus summate (see Fig. 7; Habak et al., 2004).
The model sampled curvature responses separately for
the area around the test object (i.e., Gtest in Eq. (6); Itest
in Eq. (12)), and mask objects positioned inside or outside
of the test object (i.e., Gmask,in and Gmask,out in Eq. (11); Ima-
sk,in and Imask,out in Eq. (12)). Because the curvature mech-
anisms used here are most sensitive to convex deviations
from circles, curvature responses are already weak when
curvature amplitude is near that expected for circles. Thus,
shunting inhibition (Eq. (12)) is considerably reduced for
circular masks (Fig. 7, dashed lines without symbols) and
when peaks of test and mask objects are misaligned
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Fig. 6. (A) Identiﬁcation accuracy as a function of radial frequency for humans (dashed line with ﬁlled symbols) and model predictions (solid lines).
Participants had to choose which of 6 RF patterns had been presented. Six possible patterns were presented in two diﬀerent blocks, corresponding to the
two partially overlapped lines: (1) RFs 3–8 (circles), and (2) RFs 5–10 (squares). (B) Contributions of the two curvature mechanisms subserving task
performance (circles and squares for the low-RF mechanism, and down and up triangles for the high-RF mechanism).
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Fig. 7. Threshold amplitudes (Weber fraction) as a function of phase alignment of the mask (X-axis) when the test stimulus was presented with one or two
lateral masks positioned inside and/or outside the test contour (see insets). Shown are data for modulated (dashed lines with ﬁlled circles) and
unmodulated masks (dashed lines without symbols), and model predictions (solid lines with and without open circles).
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diﬀerence).
Moreover, the model accounts for the observed summa-
tion of masking eﬀects in the double-mask condition com-
pared to single-masks placed inside or outside of the test
object. Removing the interaction weight (i.e., forcing
xx = 0) or multiplying the eﬀects of the two masks (i.e.,
forcing xx = (xinxout)
0.5) gives thresholds about halfway
between the thresholds observed in double-mask condi-
tions and that observed for circular masks. It thus seemsthat the eﬀects of inner and outer mask responses are more
than summed or multiplied, suggesting a non-linear inter-
action of multiple masks.
3.5. Robustness of the predictions
Fig. 8 shows how predictions vary as the parameters are
varied (adding or removing 10% of their value). Except for
the exponent (c), changes in the parameters only had
modest eﬀects on overall performance levels. Even after
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Fig. 8. Changing the parameters by adding (solid lines) or removing 10% of its value (dashed lines) generally has modest eﬀects on the quality of the
predictions. Information on axes was removed to reduce ﬁgure clutter, and axes were scaled to match those of Figs. 4–7. Compared to the best ﬁt (cols 1–4
row 1), modest overall performance changes were observed when Naka–Rushton (see cols 1–4 rows 3–4), psychometric (cols 1–4 row 2 and col 5 row 1),
and lateral masking weights were modiﬁed (col 5 rows 2–4), even though other parameters were kept unchanged. However, the exponent (c) signiﬁcantly
changed the ﬁt quality, and even after the other parameters were adjusted (see cols 1–4 row 5), there remained a signiﬁcant change in performance levels as
a function of size (col 3 row 5).
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exponent increased performance at large sizes yet decreased
performance at small sizes. Performance at larger sizes
could be made less dependent on the exponent by scaling
the sampling area from which curvature mechanisms get
their inputs (i.e., increasing rcs in Eq. (7) as a function of
distance from object center using Eq. (17)).
4. Discussion
4.1. Modeling local curvature
Several hypotheses have been proposed for neural cur-
vature encoding: lateral facilitation and inhibition ﬁelds
(Ben Shahar & Zucker, 2004; Li, 1998, 2000), endstopped
cells (Dobbins et al., 1987, Dobbins, Zucker, & Cynader,
1989; Wilkinson et al., 1998), and linear ﬁlters with several
subﬁelds (Koenderink & Richards, 1988; Wilson & Rich-
ards, 1989).
When lateral facilitation and inhibition ﬁelds are used,
the cell’s response decreases monotonically as curvature
increases because lateral facilitation is highest for collinear
contour segments. Because local curvature increases mono-
tonically with RF, such models incorrectly predict that
threshold amplitude will continue to decrease monotonical-
ly as radial frequency is increased above RF 4.When endstopped cells are modeled as orthogonal 2nd
stage oriented ﬁlters (e.g., Wilkinson et al., 1998; see
Fig. 1A), the size of the 2nd stage ﬁlters determine the
RF tuning of the cell. The curvature mechanisms that ﬁt
the lower-frequency range of the detection thresholds need
to be very large in the direction parallel to the contour.
When this is the case, wide ﬁlters are required to prevent
the cell from achieving its highest response at orientations
slightly above and below the contour orientation, where
the side-bands would fall oﬀ the contour entirely. However,
large 2nd stage ﬁlters partially overlap lateral masks when
present, with the eﬀect of adding systematic noise to the
curvature response. The largest eﬀect would be observed
when the test and mask objects are anti-phased, contrary
to data showing no eﬀect at that phase relationship. We
expect the same problems from endstopped cells as mod-
eled by Dobbins et al. (1987), where the surround ﬁeld is
2.5 times the size that of the oriented receptive ﬁeld. The
curvature mechanisms used here are not prone to these
eﬀects due to their smaller receptive ﬁelds.
Linear ﬁlters share many properties with the ﬁlters used
here: optimal response often (but not always) occurs at the
location of the maximal curvature, receptive ﬁeld proper-
ties can be scaled with distance from object center, and
the distance between subﬁelds determines the preferred
degree of curvature. However, linear ﬁlters also respond
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ﬁelds, often responding away from the locus of maximum
curvature, especially when lateral masking objects are pres-
ent. The multiplicative combination used here is much less
susceptible to these errors.
4.2. Scaling of curvature mechanisms
Receptive ﬁeld characteristics of the curvature mecha-
nisms were scaled with distance such that the distance
between inner and outer samples (Rin and Rout, respective-
ly) increased linearly (see Eqs. (8) and (9)). However, it is
more common to scale stimuli with eccentricity using the
equation
SðEÞ ¼ Sð0Þð1þ E=E2Þ; ð17Þ
where S(0) is the foveal scale, S(E) is the scale at eccentric-
ity E, and E2 is the eccentricity at which the scale is twice
the foveal scale. The scale invariance found for RF patterns
(Wilkinson et al., 1998) implies that curvature mechanisms
involved in threshold detection performance scale with
d = 0 in Eqs. (8) and (9). Scale invariance in Eq. (17) im-
plies that E2 is 0, in which case Eq. (17) is undeﬁned. How-
ever, scale invariance can be described using:
SðEÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sð0Þn þ ðkEÞnn
q
; ð18Þ
where S(E)  S(0) near the fovea, S(E)  kE at large eccen-
tricities, and k and n are free parameters of the ﬁt. For
eccentricities 0.25 and above, this scaling function is much
steeper than Whitaker, Latham, Ma¨kela¨, and Rovamo
(1993)’s estimate of E2 = 1.422.27 for curvature detection
and discrimination. How then might these two results be
reconciled?
For curvature to be perceived, both the contour and the
degree of curvature have to be resolved. When multiple
limits on performance exist, the scaling function recovered
psychophysically will be closer to the limiting factor that
most inﬂuenced performance for the given stimulus used
(see Poirier & Gurnsey, 2002, 2005). In the case of Whi-
taker et al. (1993), performance was probably inﬂuenced
strongly by resolvability of the contour because they used
short thin contours, thus the scaling function would be in
the range found for grating acuity or retinal cone density
(Cowey & Rolls, 1974; Hirsch & Curcio, 1989; Rovamo,
Virsu, & Na¨sa¨nen, 1978; Thibos, Still, & Bradley, 1996).
However, in the case of Wilkinson et al. (1998), the curva-
ture was part of a continuous contour which was also wide
enough to be easily resolved at all eccentricities tested (i.e.,
stimulus sizes), thus performance probably reﬂects better
the limitations of curvature mechanisms rather than the
resolvability of the contour. It is therefore not surprising
to ﬁnd that scaling in the later case is in the range of scaling
functions found for hyperacuity tasks (Levi & Waugh,
1994; Whitaker, Rovamo, MacVeigh, & Ma¨kela¨, 1992).
According to this interpretation, we predict that the
scaling function will be steeper for easily perceived con-tours with higher degrees of curvatures, and will become
shallower as local curvature decreases or contour visibility
decreases. Scale invariance (i.e., steep scaling) was found
for easily perceived objects for RFs 4–10, for eccentricities
up to 20 (Achtman, Hess, & Wang, 2000; Wilkinson et al.,
1998), consistent with this interpretation.
The scaling functions used in the model are consistent
with this explanation. Both scaling functions are within
the range of hyperacuity tasks. The high-RF mechanism
has a steeper magniﬁcation function (S(E) = kE in Eq.
(18)), and is responsible for acuity to deformations of
smaller circles and higher curvature ranges of the data.
As object size is increased or radial frequency is decreased,
sensitivity is greatest for the low-RF mechanism, which is
associated with a shallower magniﬁcation function
(E2 = 1.25 in Eq. (17)).
4.3. Lateral masking
In the model, curvature responses sampled around the
recovered stimulus center were broadly tuned over object
sizes when a single object was presented, but sampling
was considerably more selective when lateral masks were
present. The neural sampling proﬁle could be dynamically
adjusted when multiple objects are presented, adding lat-
eral inhibition to decorrelate the object signals. Alterna-
tively, it is possible that sampling proﬁles are tightly
tuned to object size, and performance in tasks where a sin-
gle object is presented is determined by the sampling mech-
anisms where maximal contour responses occur.
Investigation of the temporal properties of masking is
needed to answer this question.
Hess et al. (1999) measured detection thresholds for RF
4 objects in the presence of oriented noise. They found
masking eﬀects when the orientations contained in the
stimulus was equal to the orientations contained in the
‘‘sides’’ of the object (i.e., where the shapes had lower cur-
vature). At ﬁrst glance, this result runs counter to the idea
that corners rather than straight segments are used for
shape perception (Attneave, 1954; Loﬄer et al., 2003).
However, observation of Hess et al.’s stimuli isolates a
potential confound. In their stimuli, the oriented noise pat-
tern was added for two orientations, which creates cross
patterns that stimulate curvature mechanisms. In the pres-
ent model, the cross patterns would be eﬀective masks
when positioned near peaks of curvature, with the orienta-
tions at ±45 of the contour orientation at the peak. Thus,
both explanations can account for the data. Moreover, if
masking were due to the presence of parallel lines near
the shape’s straight segments, one would incorrectly expect
that circles would be eﬀective masks (see Habak et al.,
2004). It is therefore more likely that points of maximum
curvature are more important than points of minimum cur-
vature in shape perception.
Lateral masking was modelled using shunting inhibi-
tion, with the eﬀect of dividing the amplitude signal by a
constant depending on the mask alignment with the test
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simple subtractive eﬀect, in which case the amplitude signal
would be shifted away from the masking stimulus. Howev-
er, shifting the amplitude signal would incorrectly predict
an increased threshold in the anti-phase conditions,
because the control object would be perceived as modulat-
ed at the same RF as the test object, which would be diﬃ-
cult to discriminate from test objects because of phase
randomization.
4.4. Global shape sensitivity
Wilkinson et al. (1998) argued that neither local curva-
ture nor local orientation deviations could account for per-
formance in the detection task. Part of their argument is
that curvature thresholds for line segments as reported by
Watt and Andrews (1982) were a factor of ten times higher
than the thresholds obtained with corresponding RF pat-
terns. Moreover, if thresholds were due to local curvature
discrimination, randomizing the radius of the comparison
circle would remove the local curvature cue, thus reducing
performance. Finally, an account based on local curvature
or local orientation would predict that thresholds would
continue to decrease with increased radial frequency,
whereas the data clearly show that performance reaches a
plateau at RF = 3–4. They therefore suggested that global
shape mechanisms had to be used, and proposed an object-
centered approach as used here (see also Wilson et al.,
1997).
Our model replicates the plateau, and randomization of
the radius of the comparison would not aﬀect the results of
our simulations. The only pooling mechanism included in
our model is the cross correlation implemented by the Fou-
rier transform. This transformation is insuﬃcient to account
for the order ofmagnitude diﬀerence between thresholds col-
lected on local curvature (e.g., Watt & Andrews, 1982) and
those collected on RF patterns. How then is global shape
sensitivity encoded in the present model?
First, a circle has constant curvature along its contour,
whereas the degree of curvature varies systematically
around RF patterns. Therefore, a measure of curvature
response variability is available for comparison between
the two stimuli, with its value increasing with RF ampli-
tude (note: variability = 0 when amplitude = 0, which pro-
vides a simple neural standard). Response variability is not
readily available to mechanisms involved in local curvature
discrimination.
Second, sensitivity to small deviations from circles is
increased by an opponent-process between curvature mech-
anisms that prefer curvature increases and decreases rela-
tive to that expected for a circle. Selecting such curvature
mechanisms is only possible if the center of the object
has previously been recovered. The present model does
not explicitly use the object’s mean radius (size) to deter-
mine thresholds. Instead, curvature mechanisms are scaled
with distance from object center, optimizing sensitivity
simultaneously for a wide range of object sizes. In contrast,selecting mechanisms that are most sensitive to increases or
decreases in curvature relative to that expected for circles
would be hard to perform on a local curvature stimulus
where information about the position of the object’s center
is not readily available.
4.5. Concave vs. convex curvature extrema
In the present model, convex rather than concave points
of curvature extrema were used. This may seem contradicto-
ry to claims that concave deviations are more easily detected
(Barenholtz, Cohen, Feldman, & Singh, 2003). However, in
the stimuli they used, the amount of convex curvature
increased on both sides of the point where a concavity was
added. It is therefore not clear whether performance in their
task was dependent on the introduced concavity per se or on
the increased convexity on either side of the added concavity.
To control for this confound, stimuli need to be designed
where the added concavity introduces little or no convexity
(and vice versa) at other points of the ﬁgure. Based on other
reports of convexity advantages (Bertamini, 2001, 2004; Lof-
ﬂer et al., 2003), we predict that a replication of Barenholtz
et al. with properly controlled stimuli will also show a con-
vexity advantage.
4.6. Shape coding for recognition
Wilkinson et al. (1998) found that accuracy in identiﬁca-
tion drops rapidly for RF patterns above 6 despite that
these same RF patterns are easily discriminable from cir-
cles. This dissociation between detection and discrimina-
tion performance could be due to resolution limits
(Wilkinson et al., 1998), subitizing (Jevons, 1871; Kauf-
man, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949; Miller, 1956;
Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954), or limits on orientation
sensitivity for curvature position around the object center
(Wilson & Wilkinson, 2002). The approach taken here is
most similar to the resolution limit account, where we
assume that the low-RF curvature mechanism provides
information about the position or number of curvature
peaks for shape analysis, whereas the high-RF mechanism
provides only coarse information about the density of cur-
vature peaks. Therefore, the high-RF mechanism would
encode an equivalent of surface texture in the shape
domain. There can even be several mechanisms each encod-
ing a diﬀerent range of radial frequencies; possibly encod-
ing coarse and ﬁne surface textures much like is thought
to exist with 2D visual textures (Gurnsey & Fleet, 2001).
4.7. Generalizing the model
The model presented here was developed as an account
of RF pattern perception. A more general model of object
perception would include a population of curvature ﬁlters
with various orientations and curvature tuning properties,
operating in parallel over the visual ﬁeld. The neural repre-
sentation of objects may also include information about
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the 3rd stage of this model, in addition to radial position
and curvature amplitude used here. It is likely that curva-
ture mechanisms with maximal response at given positions
in the image would inhibit similarly-positioned mecha-
nisms tuned to other curvatures, to optimize the number
of mechanisms contributing to the population code for
shape. Object shape is then a population code of curvature
responses, mapped as a function of distance and orienta-
tion around the object’s center, as proposed by Pasupathy
and Connor (2002).
That themodel presented here is organized as hierarchical
stages processing from local to global information does not
necessarily imply that information available to conscious-
ness and/or perceptual tasks will follow the same order of
precedence. The model presented here is compatible with
both local-to-global and global-to-local processing schemes
(see Chen, 2005), where global-to-local processing prece-
dence would be evident in cases where information at the lat-
er stages of the hierarchy is available earlier to consciousness
than information encoded at earlier stages of the hierarchy
(e.g., Ahissar &Hochstein, 2004). Global information could
also be privileged if the integration mechanisms involved in
forming global percepts are faster and less selective than
the segregation mechanisms involved in accessing part or
local information (see Poirier & Frost, 2005).Acknowledgments
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Appendix
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